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This consensus document may be used as a framework 
for more focused and planned research programs to carry 
forward the process. The aim of the Indian Council of 
Medical Research Guidelines is to assist oncologists 
in making major clinical decisions encountered while 
managing their patients while realizing the fact that some 
patients may require treatment strategies other than those 
suggested in these guidelines.
• The histological confirmation which includes the 

measurement of the proliferative index (Ki67) is 
mandatory prior to the commencement of definitive 
treatment

• All patients should be staged according to the TNM 
staging system, and risk should be assessed at diagnosis. 
A baseline contrast‑enhanced computed tomography 
scan of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis should be 
considered

• Selected cases should be referred to genetic 
clinics (MEN syndrome)

• Patients should receive multidisciplinary care under the 
care of a surgical, medical, radiation oncologist, and 
nuclear medicine specialist

• Primary surgery remains the standard of care for 
all nonmetastatic tumors. Patients with advanced 
gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms 
(GEP‑NENs) should be assessed on an individual basis 
to determine whether chemotherapy, targeted therapy, 
PRRT, or best supportive care should be provided

• Preferred regimens for chemotherapy 
include – capecitabine‑temozolomide, cisplatin‑etoposide 
and for targeted therapy – everolimus and sunitinib

• Patients should be offered regular surveillance after 
completion of curative resection or treatment of 
advanced disease

• Encourage participation in institutional and ethical 
review board‑approved, registered controlled clinical 
trials

• Refer for early palliative care, if indicated.

Incidence
GEP‑NENs are tumors resulting from the malignant 
transformation of cells in the diffuse neuroendocrine 
system that regulates secretion and motility in the 
gastrointestinal (GI) tract.[1] The term GEP‑NENs is 
currently the adopted nomenclature for all the NENs of the 
GI tract (stomach, small and large intestine, rectum) and 
pancreas.[2] On the basis of clinical behavior, histology, 
and proliferation rate, NENs are divided into two groups: 
well‑differentiated NENs and poorly differentiated (high 
grade) neuroendocrine carcinomas (NECs).[3] While often 
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considered to be rare, the incidence of this tumor is on the 
rise in India and abroad.[4‑6] This increase has been mirrored 
by a corresponding improvement in survival.[7] Some 
of this increased incidence may reflect better detection 
rates. Most of the prevalence and descriptive studies from 
India are from tertiary referral centers, with a lack of 
population‑based data.

Given the increased incidence of these tumors, it is important 
for us to better understand their biology and behavior as this 
will enable us to manage them appropriately.

GEP‑NENs account for more than 60% of all NENs (29.664 
out of 49.012 patients) according to the surveillance, 
epidemiology, and end‑results program database[3] and 
based on data from India.[8,9] The most common site for 
GEP‑NENs in most databases is the rectum, followed by 
the small intestine and colon.[4,10]

The APNET registry is a longitudinal observational registry 
of patients with GEP‑NENs in India, with six participating 
centers. Over 277 patients have been recruited by the 
APNET registry. Like other geographical regions, there is 
a slight male predominance in India. The most common 
site of GEP‑NENs is the pancreas (44%), followed by 
duodenum and stomach (10%) and rectum (7%). The 
primary tumor site was unknown in 8% of patients. Eleven 
percent of all tumors were functional, with insulinomas 
being the most common.[11] Ten percent of the tumors 
were Grade 3 (G3) carcinomas. Rectal NENs have the best 
5‑year survival rates,[5,10] while pancreatic NENs are more 
likely to present with metastases.[4,8]

Indian data[8,12] have indicated that pancreatic NENs, 
despite being the most common site for GEP‑NENs, are an 
uncommon subset among pathological malignant lesions of 
the pancreas. Patients with MEN‑1 or von Hippel‑Lindau 
syndrome tend to present 15–20 years earlier than patients 
with sporadic NENs.[7]

Purpose
Although international guidelines are available for the 
management of GEP‑NENs, it is not entirely feasible to 
apply these guidelines to the Indian population owing to 
differences in the incidence of the disease in different parts 
of India, varying socioeconomic factors, and availability 
of resources. Therefore, it is essential to analyze the 
evidence pertaining to GEP‑NENs from India and the rest 
of the world[13] with an aim to formulate evidence‑based 
guidelines that could be applicable to Indian patients.

Taking into consideration peripheral oncology centers, 
regional cancer centers, and tertiary cancer centers in major 
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cities, the set of recommendations includes two categories 
as follows:

Desirable/ideal

Tests and treatments that may not be available at all 
centers, but the centers should aspire to have them in the 
near future.

Essential

The bare minimum that should be offered to all the patients 
by all the centers treating cancer patients.

Diagnosis and Staging
The diagnosis of a GEP‑NEN is based on the clinical 
symptoms, biochemical tests, imaging modalities, and 
most importantly, histopathology. Most GEP‑NENs are 
incidentally detected as they are largely nonfunctional. 
Depending on the location, patients may present with 
GI bleeding, bowel obstruction (due to intussusception), 
or acute appendicitis. The functional lesions produce 
characteristic syndrome complexes. Some examples of 
these include the following: insulinomas secrete insulin, 
resulting in neuroglycopenic symptoms. Patients with 
gastrinomas present with recurrent or refractory peptic 
ulcers and dyspepsia, usually with diarrhea. Glucagonomas 
are associated with the development of diabetes mellitus, 
weight loss, and cachexia, and/or migratory necrolytic 
erythema. Patients with somatostatinomas have diabetes 
mellitus and/or diarrhea/steatorrhoea. VIPomas are 
characterized by watery diarrhea, hypokalemia, and 
achlorhydria syndrome.

Obtaining a biopsy is essential not only to establish the 
diagnosis but also to know the grade of the tumor, which 
plays the most crucial role in deciding management. 
GEP‑NENs are a heterogeneous group of tumors that 
share a common phenotype, with immunoreactivity 
for pan‑neuroendocrine markers such as chromogranin 
A (CgA), synaptophysin, neuron‑specific enolase (NSE), 
and CD56. However, GEP‑NENs arising in different 
anatomical sites differ in their biology and clinical 
presentation. Lung origin may be favored by positive 
staining for thyroid transcription factor 1, intestinal or 
pancreatic origin by CDX2, and pancreatic or rectal origin 
by IsI1 and PAX8 staining.[14,15]

The evaluation of GEP‑NENs should include:
1. Site of origin
2. Any locoregional or metastatic spread (stage)
3. Grade of the tumor
4. Functional status of the tumor and biomarker levels. 

The biomarkers can be nonspecific like serum CgA, 
NSE, pancreatic polypeptide or specific like insulin, 
glucagon, gastrin, vasoactive intestinal peptide, 
somatostatin, urinary 5‑HIAA, or serotonin[16]

5. Somatostatin receptor (SSTR) expression
6. Association with known syndromes.

Staging of gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine 
neoplasms

The European Neuroendocrine Tumour Society and the 
American Joint Cancer Committee have proposed a 
TNM staging system for the different GEP‑NENs.[17,18] 
GEP‑NENs of the stomach, small intestine, colon/rectum, 
appendix, and pancreas have separate staging systems. 
Tumor stage, particularly the presence or absence of lymph 
node or distant metastasis, has the strongest effect on 
survival.[19] Multidetector computed tomography (MDCT), 
or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans are often the 
initial investigations performed for staging GEP‑NENs, 
in which these tumors appear hypervascular along 
with nuclear imaging techniques (Gallium 68 DOTA 
scan and/or Fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission 
tomography [FDG‑PET] scan). Endoscopic Ultrasound 
can be used to define the depth of mural extension and for 
obtaining tissue samples from deep‑seated lesions.

Grading of gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine 
neoplasms

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) estimation of the 
Ki‑67 expression and mitotic index count are used 
to grade GEP‑NENs [Table 1], as per the World 
Health Organization (WHO) classification [Table 2], 
into low‑grade (G1), intermediate‑grade (G2), and 
high‑grade (G3) categories.[2] The G1 and G2 NENs 
correspond to well‑differentiated tumors on morphology, 
and the G3 NENs to poorly differentiated NECs as 
per the WHO 2010 classification. However, since the 
emerging evidence suggested that the G3 pancreatic 
NEN are heterogeneous in morphology and biology, the 
recent WHO 2017 classification has introduced a new 
category of well‑differentiated pancreatic neuroendocrine 
tumors (WD‑pNETs) G3, that show lower response 
rate to platinum‑based chemotherapy while better 
outcomes compared with poorly differentiated pancreatic 
NECs (PD‑pNECs) G3.[20] These NEC can be of small‑ or 
large‑cell type. The most common sites for extra‑pulmonary 
GEP‑NEC are esophagus, rectum, or colon. NECs are 
rarely associated with a hormonal syndrome.

Functional status

Functional status is based on clinical features of hormone 
over‑secretion, and not by in vitro demonstration of 
hormonal production by IHC. While the IHC may be 
positive for multiple hormones on biopsy samples, it is 
not indicative of functionality. Patients with pancreatic 
NENs (pNENs) may have symptoms due to the secretion 
of insulin, glucagon, gastrin, and other peptides. Functional 
NENs can cause significant symptoms even when small and 
may be difficult to identify by imaging tests. Biochemical 
testing is dictated by the clinical symptoms.

Patients with NEN that have metastasized to the 
liver may have symptoms of episodic flushing 
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and/or diarrhea (carcinoid syndrome). Carcinoid syndrome 
is related to the secretion of serotonin, histamine, and 
tachykinins directly into the systemic circulation, bypassing 
liver metabolism. Rarely, carcinoid syndrome can develop 
owing to functioning retroperitoneal metastases.

Imaging

The role of imaging for GEP‑NENs is in aiding the initial 
diagnosis, planning management, and in the follow‑up after 
treatment. The role of the radiologist is to determine the 
exact site of primary tumor, to assess its resectability, to 
map the metastatic burden, and to find out any complication 
due to local or metastatic disease. To elucidate this much 
information, there is a need for the combination of many 
imaging techniques. Primary NENs are usually small in 
size and arise in the submucosal layer of the bowel wall, or 
within the pancreas. These may be multiple and may occur 
at different sites simultaneously.[21]

MDCT is the initial imaging modality for localization of 
the primary tumor, staging the disease, and assessing its 
resectability. Nuclear scanning techniques such as Indium 
111 (111 In) octreotide scintigraphy or PET using gallium 
68 (most preferred)[22] are complementary to CT scan and 
are useful in detecting additional sites of disease, or to help 
localize an undetected primary on conventional CT scan. 
MRI may be considered for patients CT contrast allergy, 
or in those who have abnormal renal functions. Video 
capsule endoscopy, double‑balloon enteroscopy, and CT 
enterography may be used for the evaluation of the primary 
tumor if the facilities are available and to support the 
previously mentioned investigations.

Multidisciplinary Treatment for Early Disease 
[Algorithm 1]
A multidisciplinary team approach remains at the core of 
treating all cancers such treatment relies on an effective 
interdisciplinary network including surgical, medical, and 

radiation oncologists; gastroenterologists; pathologists; 
radiologists (for interventional and nuclear medicine); 
nurse specialists, and palliative care physicians.

All new patients should be discussed at a tumor board or 
interdisciplinary team meeting, and the treatment strategy 
should be confirmed based on a complete workup of the 
patient. In most patients with localized disease, resection 
will be the treatment of choice.

Surgical Principles for the Management 
of Gastroenteropancreatic Neuroendocrine 
Neoplasms
• Prior to surgery, all symptoms of hormonal excess must 

be treated. Octreotide or lanreotide can be considered 
for symptom control in most pNENs, although caution 
is advised in patients with an insulinoma as the 
medication can worsen hypoglycemia, resulting in fatal 
complications. For insulinomas, adequate glycemic 
control should be achieved with diet, diazoxide 
and/or Everolimus. Gastrin hypersecretion in patients 
with gastrinomas can be controlled with proton pump 
inhibitors. Patients with glucagonoma also need good 
glycemic control

• Resection should include complete removal of the 
tumor with negative margins along with regional 
lymphadenectomy

• A thorough exploration to detect synchronous primary 
tumors should be performed as their incidence is 
15%–30%

• Cholecystectomy is recommended when performing 
surgery for advanced NENs in patients anticipated to 
receive long‑term octreotide therapy, as these patients 
are at higher risk of developing biliary symptoms and 
cholecystitis

• In patients with functional carcinoid tumors, Octreotide 
therapy should be administered parenterally prior to 
induction of anesthesia to prevent carcinoid crisis

Algorithm 1: The management of gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms with locoregional disease
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• All patients who might require a splenectomy 
should preoperatively receive the trivalent vaccine 
(i.e. pneumococcus, hemophilus influenzae b, 
meningococcal group C).

Multidisciplinary Treatment for 
Gastroenteropancreatic Neuroendocrine 
Neoplasms (including metastatic disease
Overall, the prognosis of GEP‑NENs remains good and 
largely depends on the stage and grade of the tumor. The 
prognosis for GEP‑NEC is poor for all stages of disease 
with a median survival (from the time of diagnosis) of 
38 months for localized disease, 16 months for regional 
disease, and 5 months for metastatic disease.[23‑26] 
Long‑term relapse‑free survival is possible among patients 
with localized disease who are treated with multimodality 
therapy.

General approach [Algorithm 2]

Unfortunately, most patients will present with metastatic 
disease not amenable to resection. However, when a 
complete resection of primary, as well as, the metastatic 
disease is possible in G1/G2 tumors, surgery remains the 
treatment of choice and can lead to cure.[27] In advanced 
G3 tumor NEC or advanced G1/G2 tumor NETs (relabeled 
as NENs), where R0 resection is not possible, the intent of 
treatment remains achieving palliation of symptoms and 
improvement in progression‑free survival. Many patients 
will benefit in terms of both quality of life and survival from 
the use of systemic chemotherapy and supportive measures.

Data to support the current treatment of GEP‑NEC is based 
on retrospective reports and parallel recommendations from 
small cell carcinomas of the lung. GEP‑NECs respond to 
systemic chemotherapy, and platinum‑based chemotherapy 
represents the backbone of treatment for advanced‑stage 
GEP‑NEC, especially if the Ki67 is more than 55%.[24,28‑32]

Somatostatin analogs

Octreotide and lanreotide are the commonly used SSAs in 
GEP‑NENs for symptom control. In addition to symptom 
control, octreotide also has antiproliferative and anticancer 
effects in NENs and can improve progression‑free 
survival.[33,34] Currently, there is no evidence to suggest the 
superiority of octreotide over lanreotide and vice versa. 
In addition, it is unclear whether treatment with SSAs is 
better than “watch‑and‑wait” approach in patients with 
very slow‑growing disease.

Peptide receptor radionuclide therapy

PRRT is a form of systemic radionuclide‑based treatment 
and is highly effective when tumors have high SSTR 
expression (specifically SSTR2). Yttrium‑90 (90Y) and 
Lutetium‑177 (177 Lu) are the most commonly used 

Algorithm 2: The management of advanced/metastatic/recurrent 
gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms

Table 1: European Neuroendocrine Tumor Society/World Health Organization 2010 Nomenclature and classification 
for digestive system neuroendocrine neoplasms

Differentiation Grade Mitotic count* (HPF) Ki‑67 index¶ (%) Traditional ENETS, WHO
Well‑differentiated Low grade (G1) <2/10 <2 Carcinoid, islet cell, 

pancreatic (neuro) endocrine 
tumor

Neuroendocrine 
neoplasm, Grade 1

Intermediate 
grade (G2)

2‑20/10 3‑20 Carcinoid, atypical carcinoidΔ, 
islet cell, pancreatic (neuro) 
endocrine tumor

Neuroendocrine 
neoplasm, Grade 2

Poorly differentiated High grade (G3) >20/10 >20 Small cell carcinoma Neuroendocrine 
carcinoma, Grade 3, 
small cell

Large cell neuroendocrine 
carcinoma

Neuroendocrine 
carcinoma, Grade 3, 
large cell

*Counted in 10 HPF. 10 HPF=2 mm2, at least 40 fields (at 400×magnification) evaluated in areas of highest mitotic density. Cutoffs per the 
American Joint Commission on Cancer Staging Manual, 7th edition. Ki‑67 index as assessed by MIB1 antibody staining: Percentage positive after 
count of 2000 cells in the area of highest nuclear labeling. Cutoffs per the American Joint Commission on Cancer Staging Manual, 7th edition; 
ΔThe term “atypical carcinoid” only applies to intermediate‑grade NENs of the lung. HPF – High power fields; NENs – Neuroendocrine 
neoplasms; ENETS – European Neuroendocrine Tumor Society; WHO – World Health Organization
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radioisotopes for delivering PRRT. This therapy has 
also been shown to be effective in patients who progress 
on long‑acting SST therapy and can achieve significant 
symptom control and even improve survival.[35] PRRT with 
177Lu‑DOTATATE is generally well tolerated, with the most 
common adverse events being renal insufficiency and bone 
marrow suppression. Currently, PRRT is indicated for use in 
advanced SSTR positive, well‑differentiated GEP‑NENs, in 
combination, or as an alternative to SST analogs. Another 
emerging strategy in a higher grade (G2/G3) GEP‑NENs, 
is the combination of capecitabine and temozolomide 
chemotherapy with PRRT (Chemo‑PRRT), especially with 
tumors demonstrating an uptake on Gallium as well as 
FDG‑PET scan (dual scan). However, this approach is still 
investigational.[36]

Adjuvant therapy

Adjuvant or neoadjuvant chemoradiation is reasonable if the 
risk of local recurrence is thought to be higher than average, 
depending on the anatomic location of the tumor (e.g., rectum).

Systemic chemotherapy and targeted therapy 
[Table 3][34,37‑44]

Systemic Chemotherapy: In advanced, metastatic G3 
NECs, cisplatin, and etoposide combination chemotherapy 
is the first line of treatment[45] and is associated with rapid 
responses. However, the remissions are often of short 
duration. Furthermore, the response rates are dependent on 
the Ki‑67 index‑higher the index, higher is the response to 
platinum‑based chemotherapy.[41] FOLFIRI (folinic acid, 
5‑fluorouracil/5‑FU, and irinotecan) or FOLFIRINOX (folinic 
acid, fluorouracil, oxaliplatin, and irinotecan) can be used as 
a second line, after disease progression and have been shown 
to have varying response rates.[38]

G1‑3 GEP‑NENs that do not respond to or progress on, 
other modalities can be treated with cytotoxic chemotherapy 
with streptozocin, 5‑FU, temozolomide, or Capecitabine.

Targeted therapy: Everolimus, an mTOR pathway inhibitor, 
is approved for advanced, progressive, well‑differentiated, 
non‑functioning GEP‑NENs.[43,44] However, due to 
significant adverse effects such as neutropenia, infections, 
rash, diarrhea, and hyperglycemia, it is currently reserved 
for patients with significant progression of disease on other 
modalities. Sunitinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, is also 
approved for use in advanced pNENs.[40]

Relapsed or progressive disease

There are little data on second‑line therapy (and no studies 
comparing chemotherapy versus best supportive care), 

Table 3: Medical management for gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms
Drugs Indication Reference
Octreotide For symptomatic control in functional tumors

To increase PFS in nonfunctional (with low Ki‑67 index, <10%) and functional 
tumors

PROMID study[34]

Lanreotide For symptomatic control in functional tumors
To increase PFS in nonfunctional (with low Ki‑67 index, <10%) and functional 
tumors

CLARINET study[37]

Cisplatin+etoposide As a first‑line therapy in advanced G3 NET/NEC’s 
(especially when Ki‑67 index is >55%)

NORDIC study[41]

Capecitabine+temozolomide As a first‑line therapy in advanced G3 NET/NEC’s 
(especially when Ki‑67 index is <55%)

Strosberg et al.[42]

FOLFIRI/FOLFIRINOX As a second‑line chemotherapy after progression on initial systemic 
chemotherapy, for advanced high‑grade NET/NECs

Hentic et al.[38]

Streptozocin/doxorubicin/5‑FU As a 2nd/3rd line chemotherapy after progression on initial systemic 
chemotherapy, for advanced high‑grade NET/NECs

Moertel et al.[39]

Everolimus Patients with significant progression of disease with other treatment modalities RADIANT 3 study[44]

RADIANT 4 study[43]

Sunitinib Patients with significant progression of disease with other treatment modalities Raymond et al.[40]

PFS – Progression‑free survival; 5‑FU – 5‑fluorouracil; FOLFIRI – Folinic acid, 5‑FU, and irinotecan; FOLFIRINOX – FOLFIRI oxaliplatin; 
NET – Neuroendocrine tumor; NEC’s – Neuroendocrine carcinomas

Table 2: World Health Organization 2017, Grading 
classification for pancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms

Grade Mitotic count (HPF) Ki‑67 Index Morphology
G1 NEN <2/10 <3 Well differentiated
G2 NEN 2‑20/10 3‑20 Well differentiated
G3 NEN >20/10 >20 Well differentiated
G3 NEC >20/10 >20 Poorly differentiated 

(small/large cell)
MiNEN*: NENs with a component of a nonendocrine 
carcinoma (squamous, adenocarcinoma, or acinar cell carcinoma) 
combined with a neuroendocrine neoplasm. Usually, both 
components are high grade (G3), but occasionally one of the two 
or both components may belong to the G1/G2 category. To qualify 
for a MiNEN, each component should comprise at least 30% of 
the tumor cell population. Features of MiNEN are not detailed in 
WHO 2017 classification. NENs – Neuroendocrine neoplasms; 
NEC – Neuroendocrine carcinoma; MiNEN – Mixed endocrine 
nonendocrine neoplasm; WHO – World Health Organization; 
HPF – High power fields
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and no standard regimen has been established. Patients 
who progress more than 3 months after discontinuation of 
first‑line treatment may still be platinum‑sensitive. However, 
the other second and third‑line systemic chemotherapy or 
targeted therapies may be used as mentioned above.

Given the tumor expression of programmed cell death 
ligand 1 (PD‑L1)/PD protein 1 (PD‑1) in patients with 
GEP‑NEN, immunotherapy may play a role in the treatment 
of patients with GEP‑NEN.[46]

Follow‑up and Rehabilitation
Patients should be encouraged to maintain lead a healthy 
lifestyle and abstain from tobacco and alcohol. The aim 
of the follow‑up is to detect recurrences early as well as 
to assess any complication due to surgery/radiotherapy. 
Postsurgery, the follow‑up is done every 3–4 months 
for the 1st year with each visit comprised of clinical 
examination (including history and physical examination). 
The follow‑up in years 2–3 is every 6 months and annually, 
thereafter till year 5. At the end of each of the first 
3 years, a CT scan of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis is 
recommended. For patients with advanced GEP‑NENs, the 
scans are symptom‑driven or for response assessment.
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